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Notes for Submission of Manuscripts

The European Journal of Korean Studies is a fully peer-reviewed, online journal
and replaces The British Association for Korean Studies Occasional Papers (BAKS
Papers). BAKS Papers were published in hard-copy format from 1991, containing
both conference and symposium papers, as well as submitted manuscripts.
From Volume 14 (2012), BAKS Papers became an online journal available only
by password through the Association’s website. The European Journal of Korean
Studies is a continuation of this tradition but is being re-launched to encompass
the outstanding scholarship being produced across the European continent.
The Journal accepts manuscripts for articles within any area of the arts,
humanities, and social sciences that examine Korea in either contemporary or
historical times. Submissions that include a comparative discussion of issues in
other East Asian nations are welcome. Academic articles (up to 12,000 words),
research notes (between 3,000 and 5,000 words), book reviews, and essays on
the state of the field are all welcome.
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Guidelines for Articles
and Research Notes

Persons submitting articles and research notes for consideration should note
the following requirements:
1. In the case of articles, the body of the manuscript should normally be
between 5,000–12,000 words in length. Endnotes, bibliography, and other
additional material are excluded from this word count.
2. For research notes, the body of the manuscript should normally be between
3,000–5,000, including endnotes and bibliography.
3. The manuscript should use endnotes (not footnotes), and follow the ‘Chicago
style’ for references. If you are uncertain what the ‘Chicago style’ conventions are, please contact the Editor.
4. The manuscript must be submitted as a Microsoft Word file attachment and
must be written in double-spaced 12 point font. This rule applies to both
the text of the article, its section headings, and the title. A standard font like
Times New Roman or Garamond is preferred; do not use bold-face fonts.
5. The manuscript should have a separate cover page which gives the full name
of the author(s), academic affiliation(s), and full postal and email contact
details. The cover page should also have a one-paragraph abstract (limited to
100 words) of the contents of the article, and 5–7 key words.
6. The first page of the text of the manuscript should have only the title of the
article at top. The name of the author(s) should NOT be included.
7. All materials should be submitted to Dr. Adam Cathcart, Editor of The
European Journal of Korean Studies at adamcathcart@gmail.com.
8. The Editorial Board intends that an author should know within two months
of the submission of an article about the success of his/her submission.
9. Contributors must also obey ‘Style Guidelines for All Submissions’ given
below.
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Guidelines for Book Reviewers

The new online version of The European Journal of Korean Studies will continue
the former practice of The British Association for Korean Studies Occasional
Papers (BAKS Papers) of including book reviews with each volume. The
following broad guidelines are provided for use by reviewers. In addition to
books, reviewers may wish to consider film, music, and media recordings.
1. Book reviews should be between 500–1,000 words in length. Reviews of up to
1,200 words are acceptable if agreed with the Journal.
2. The review should not contain significant quotations from a book other than
the book under review.
3. References given in the review should be kept to a minimum; if used, they
should be given in numbered footnotes.
4. At the beginning of the review, the reviewer should provide the name of
the author, title of the book, and publication details in the following format:
Jones, Jane, A Book about Korean History (Place, Publisher, Date); pp. xx, 235;
maps, illustrations, bibliography, index. ISBN. Hb. £50, pb. £25.
5. All reviews should include information about the content of the book, its
academic value, and the audience to which it is (or might be) addressed.
6. Reviews should be written in Word and sent electronically to the Editor
of The European Journal of Korean Studies adamcathcart@gmail.com.
Contributors must also follow ‘Style Guidelines for All Submissions’ given
below.
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Style Guidelines for All Submissions

1. Articles should be submitted only in English. Because The European Journal
of Korean Studies is a European journal, British spelling conventions are
preferred.
2. Romanisation of East Asian names, place names, and terms should follow
the McCune-Reischauer system for Korean, Hepburn for Japanese, and
Pinyin for Chinese. Terms and names not given in one of these standard
romanisations should be followed by the standard romanisation enclosed in
square brackets [] at the initial occurrence. For example, Syngman Rhee’s
name should appear as ‘Syngman Rhee [Yi Sŭngman]’.
3. Where appropriate, the use of Chinese characters and indigenous scripts
following the initial occurrence of a term and not enclosed in brackets is
encouraged. For example, ‘tonggung-a 東宮衙’. The preferred font is batang
or some other font that preserves the original line spacing.
4. All foreign-language citations should also contain original scripts in square
brackets [] immediately after their appearance. For example, the following
guide should be followed:
•

Pre-modern book (title is italicised):
Chingbirok (懲毖錄) (first printed 1633). Yu Sŏng-yong (柳成龍), penname
Sŏae (西厓). In Taedong Munhwa Yŏn’guwŏn, Sŏnggyun’gwan Taehakkyo
(大東文化硏究院, 成均館大學校), ed. Sŏae munjip (西厓文集). Seoul: Tongguk
Munhwasa, 1958.

•

Modern book (title is italicised):
Arano, Yasunori (荒野泰典). Kinsei Nihon to higashi Ajia (近世日本と東アジア).
Tōkyō: Tōkyō Daigaku Shuppankai, 1988.

•

Chapter in a modern book (title of book is italicised):
Chi, Tu-hwan (池斗煥). ‘Chosŏn chŏngi sahoe-kyŏngje wa Pusan (조선전기
사회 경제와 부산).’ In Pusan chikhal-si sa p’yŏnch’an wiwŏnhoe (釜山直轄
市史編纂委員會), ed. Pusan-si sa (釜山市史), vol. 1. Pusan: Pusan Chikhal-si,
1989, pp. 606–632.
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•

Journal article (title of journal is italicised):
Han, Yŏng-guk (韓榮國). ‘Ho-sŏ e silsi toen Taedongbŏp (part one):
Taedongbŏp yŏn’gu ŭi ilch’ak (湖西에 實施된 大同法(上)—大同法硏究의 一
齣—),’ Yŏksa hakpo (歷史學報), 13 (1960.10): 77–107.

5. The page format should be set for A4 size with left-hand justification only.
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